
Praise from Star Homes owners - Star Homes by Philip Landick Developments Ltd.

Our best reward comes is the notes we receive from many of our clients, telling us how much
they love their Star Homes. The following are a few of the many testimonials we've received.

        

  

"We were in the market for buying a new home, and after looking at quite a few we came across some that had been built by Philip Landick. All of his homes stood out above the rest - as to quality, detail and workmanship. 
We decided to on one that was already being built, but we needed to make a few changes. Philip Landick never hesitated with our wishes and we were never left in the dark about how things were progressing."

  
    

"Philip kept us informed with each stage of the building process. His cooperation and his friendly trades people showed pride in all of their work. Every detail was always covered in a very professional and friendly manner. Our home was finished on time and was up to the standard that we expected.We consider Philip Landick to be a man of integrity, as well as very educated in his field, this makes him a valuable asset to anyone wanting to build a home, or to purchase one already built by him. There would be no hesitation in recommending Philip Landick to anyone and we would certainly ask him to build for us again." 

- Ken and Janice Muscroft

  
            

"Moving to Nanaimo was a huge step for our young family. We had looked at so many homes before finding the home we would purchase, built by Philipand Britt Landick. This couple builds a quality home at a very reasonable market price. They clearly love what they do, work well as a team, and use good quality products. 
One of our favorite features in our home is the large ensuite with jetted tub & heated tile floor -- after a busy day there is nothing like it!" 
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      "Phillip and Britt truly thought of everything, beautiful detail in the ceilings, large moldings & chesterfield rail; pre-wiring for a outdoor hot tub; natural gas outlet on the patio; location & size of the furnace room made adding a heat pump very easy; loads of wiring in the unfinished basement area which was later turned into a family theatre; and a wonderful large games room that has provided our family & friends with hours of entertainment.As for Britt, she has a great eye for color and is one of the kindest people you will ever have the pleasure of meeting."- Dennis and Debbie              

  In the summer of 2001 we purchased a new home built by Philip Landick Developments Ltd. When we first walked into the home we were impressed with it's layout and finishing. Everything about the house was exactly what we had been looking for. The best part of all, the home came completely finished - sidewallks, yard, fencing and included underground sprinklers. It was a pleasure dealing with Philip and the house was fairly priced for all the extras we were getting. To date we have no major problems with the home. Any minor problems that arose were corrected immediately by Philip.- Dave and Elizabeth              "We love the open Great Room, which gives us a view throughout our home, and that our home is wheelchair-friendly. We appreciated being able to choose the style and colour of our hardwood flooring and enjoy the two full baths with enclosed shower and the gas fireplace. The locationis ideal and dealing withPhilip and his family was a happy and easy experience."- Heather and Doug  
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  "Although it was a spec home, our home has so many features it feels like a custom design. The landscaping is beautiful and the design makes the most of every inch - the home feels much larger than it actually is. Our favourite fetures include the heat pump, thewall alcoves inset with lights and mirrors, and the attention todetail throughout. It was very easy to move into this home."- Peter and Joan              "I have owned four houses in my adult lifetime, but this fourth house that Philip Landick built is the best quality home I have ever had. To say that I love it would be an understatement."- Nancy Harvey  
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